ASETS Secured website
Status Report on Results Process
Explanation of Report Categories

1. Action Plans with an Employed Result in the current year
If the clients’ action plan meets all of the criteria within any of the following sub-categories
then it will be reported under clients employed in the current year (Note: we only count one
Employment Result per client per fiscal year).
Criteria for Unit of Business 243 (Targeted Wage Subsidy (TWS) Only):
- Action plan has a TWS intervention
- Action plan has a Result of Employed
- Result Date falls within reporting period
- TWS intervention must have an end date
- TWS intervention must end before the end of reporting period
- TWS intervention start date must fit an EI active claim
- The associated action plan must also fit an EI active claim
- The client’s action plan must pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24-weeks of
the end of the last intervention
Criteria for Unit of Business 243 (Excluding Targeted Wage Subsidy):
- Action plan fits an EI active claim
- Clients employed according to the 12 week-25% rule
- The result week for the 12 week-25% rule falls within the reporting year
- The client’s action plan must pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24-weeks of
the end of the last intervention
Criteria for Unit of Business 244:
- Action plan fits an EI active claim
- Action plan doesn’t contain a TWS intervention
- Client fails the 12 week-25% rule (RES_WEEK = 0)
- Action plan has a Result of Employed
- Result date of action plan is greater then the entitlement period
- Result date of action plan is within the reporting period
Criteria for Unit of Business 446:
- Action plan meets the definition of former claimants
- Action plan has a Result of Employed
- Result date falls within the reporting period
- The client’s action plan must pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24-weeks of
the end of the last intervention

Criteria for Unit of Business 85:
- Action plan meets the non-insured participant definition
- Action plan has a Result of Employed
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-

Result date falls within the reporting period
The client’s action plan must pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24-weeks of
the end of the last intervention

2. Action Plans with a Returned to School Result in the current year
Criteria for a Return to School Result (Note: we only count one Return to School Result per
client per fiscal year):
- Action plan has a Result of Return to School
- Result Date falls within the reporting period
- The client’s action plan must pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24-weeks of
the end of the last intervention

3. Action Plans with a pending result (monitoring continues)
3.1 EI Active claimants in the process of meeting 12 week-25% rule
We determine an active claimant to be in the process of meeting the 12 week-25% rule
when he/she currently fails the rule (Result Week = 0) and the end of benefit period
hasn’t been reached yet, therefore it is still possible to attain a success.

3.1.1 Employed Result generated by the 12 week-25% rule when there is no
result entered in the Action Plans
3.2 Former EI Claimants with an opened action plan
We deem a client’s action plan to be in follow-up status based on the following criteria:
-

Action plan meets the definition of former claimants
Action plan has a Result date of missing
the end date of the last intervention in the action plan falls within a year of the
beginning of the reporting period OR
if the end date of the last intervention is missing and the start date falls within
two years of the beginning of the reporting period

3.3 Non-insured (CRF) Clients with an opened action plan
We determine the action plan to be still in follow-up status based on the following
criteria:
-

Action plan has an EI status of Non-insured
Action plan has a Result date of missing
the end date of the last intervention in the action plan falls within a year of the
beginning of the reporting period OR
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if the end date of the last intervention is missing and the start date falls within two
years of the beginning of the reporting period

3.4 Former EI Claimant with a Result of Not Declared and a value in Result
Date
If the clients’ action plan is a Former claimant and has a Result of Not Declared with a
Result Date within the reporting fiscal year we consider it to be pending; the criteria is as
follows:
- Action plan meets the definition of former claimants
- Action plan has a Result of Not Declared
- Result Date is within reporting fiscal year

4. Action Plans with data integrity issues according to the methodology
4.1 EI claimants that failed the 24-week rule
Client records in this category meet all of the following conditions:
- Action plan contains a TWS intervention
- Action plan has a result of employed
- Result Date falls within the reporting period
- Intervention end date is not missing
- Intervention end date is before the end of the reporting period
- Intervention start date must fit an EI active claim
- The associated action plan must also fit an EI active claim
- The client’s action plan fails pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24weeks of the end of the last intervention
OR
-

Action plan does not contain a TWS intervention
Action plan has a result of employed
Result Date of action plan falls within the reporting period
Intervention end date is not missing
Result date of action plan is greater or equal to the entitlement period
Client fails the 12 week – 25% rule (res_week = 0)
Action Plan fits an EI active claim
The client’s action plan fails pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24weeks of the end of the last intervention

4.2 Non-Insured Clients (CRF) that failed the 24-week rule
Client records in this category meet all of the following conditions:
- Action plan meets the definition of non-insured client
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-

Action plan has a result of employed
Intervention end date is not missing
Result Date of action plan falls within the reporting period
The client’s action plan fails pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24weeks of the end of the last intervention

4.3 Return to School Results lost due to failing to 24-week rule
Client records in this category meet all of the following conditions:
- Action plan has a result of return to school
- Result date is not missing
- Result Date of action plan falls within the reporting period
- Intervention end date is not missing
- The client’s action plan fails pass the 24-week rule for the late documentation of
Results
o Rule states that the Result date of the action plan must fall within 24weeks of the end of the last intervention

4.4 Active EI claimants with an Employed Result entered in the case
management system but failed the 12 week-25% rule

5. Action Plans with a repeat Employed Result in the current year and for the
same program
If the same client gets attributed with a subsequent Client Employed count within the same
fiscal year then the count will be reported under this category. Officially, the same client
cannot get more than one Employment Result in the same fiscal year.

5.1 Action Plans reporting an Employed Result for the same client by a
different agreement holder
5.2 Action Plans reporting an Employed Result for the same client within the
same agreement holder

6. Action Plans with a repeat Returned to School Result in the current year
If the same client gets attributed with a subsequent Return to School count within the same
fiscal year then the count will be reported under this category. Officially, the same client
cannot get more than one Return to School Result in the same fiscal year.

7. Action Plans containing all ‘Failed to report’, ‘Cancelled’ and
‘Rescheduled’ intervention outcomes
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For the process, we are only including action plans that contain at least one ‘valid’
intervention. In order to be included in the results process an action plan must contain at
least one intervention and have an outcome of completed, incomplete, in progress, not
declared.
8. Action Plans with an Unemployed Result in the current year

8.1 EI claimants with an Unemployed Result in the current reporting period
Criteria for Active Claimants who fail the 12 week-25% rule:
- Action plan fits an EI active claim
- End of benefit period falls within the reporting period
- Client fails 12 week-25% rule (RES_WEEK = 0)
Criteria for Active Claimants who are case managed:
- Action plan fits an EI active claim
-

Action plan has a Result of Unemployed
Result Date falls within reporting period
Client fails 12 week-25% rule (RES_WEEK = 0)
Result week of action plan follows the entitlement
Action plan doesn’t contain a TWS intervention

8.2 Non-Insured Clients (CRF) with an Unemployed Result in the current
reporting period
In order for a clients’ action plan to fall under this category he/she must meet the
following criteria:
- Action plan meets the non-insured participant definition
- Action plan has a Result of Unemployed
- Result Date falls within reporting period
9. Action Plans with an Employed or a Returned to School Result in a

previous year
9.1 Action Plans with an Employed Result in a previous reporting period
If the clients’ action plan meets any of the criteria for an Employment Result in a
previous reporting year then it will be reported in this category.

9.2 Action Plans with a Returned to School Result in a previous reporting
period
If the clients’ action plan meets any of the criteria for a Return to School Result in a
previous reporting year then it will be reported in this category.
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10. Total number of Action Plans
This category is simply a sum of all other categories. Please note an action plan will only be
counted once in this report under one category only.
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